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September 7, 2012 
 


New Exhibition: Vision in a Cornfield at Museum of 


Contemporary Art Detroit 
 


Tamara Warren 


 
 


While Detroit has recently piqued the imagination of artists who are moving to the city, it’s long 


served as fertile ground for conceptual and avante grade art clique to produce work that reflects 


on the post-industrial nature of the Motor City. Destroy All Monsters and Ogun are two such 


collectives that have explored the outer reaches of social issues through their work dating back to 


the 1970s and 1980s. Vision in a Cornfield is a new exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary 


Art Detroit that brings these perspectives together in a quirky meditation on the spiritual aspect 


of abandoned automobiles within a contemporary framework. 


 


Ogun has decorated these abandoned cars  – which appear to include a Ford Pinto and a Chevy 


Caprice — to transform them into “Urban Monumentz.” But these are no ordinary abandoned art 


cars. They talk to each other.  Apetechnology, has installed robotic functions so that the cars are 


capable of interacting. The concept for the exhibition is based off of a chance encounter had  by 


Destroy All Monsters’ Mike Kelley and Cary Loren in Fowlerville, Michigan cornfield. 


 


Destroy All Monsters was an art punk rock band that included members Ron Asheton and 


Michael Davis who were best known as members of the MC5 and the Stooges. Artists Kelley, 


Jim Shaw and Niagara founded the group in 1973. 


Activist Aaron Ibn Pori Pitts founded Ogun over 30 years ago. Several mixed media works 


provide context for his perspective and involvement with groups including Black Graphics 


International, Kcalb Gniw Spirit Band Unit #10 and the League of Revolutionary Black 


Workers. 







http://www.forbes.com/sites/tamarawarren/2012/09/07/new-exhibition-vision-in-a-cornfield-at-museum-


of-contemporary-art-detroit/ 


 


Artists and curators M. Saffell Gardner, Lester Lashley,  Pitts, Dianetta Dye, Loren,  Kelley, 


Chip Flynn, Leith Campbell and Brad Ballard are credited as producers of the exhibition. The 


site specific exhibition opens Sept. 7 with a ceremony and runs through Dec. 30. The Detroit 


Free Press reviews the exhibit here.  


 


Also Picked Up By: 


Big News Network.com 


Artron.net 


Topix.com 


TopNewsToday.org 
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February 11, 2013 


In pictures: Architectural Review Project Awards 


 
The Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit by Rice and Lipka Architects and James Cornerfield 
Operations was described as "an inspirational project that combines past and present in a well 
resolved and convincing manner". "It creates new space for new creativity in a post-industrial 
city," the judges said. 


Also picked up by: 
BBC Brazil 
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February 1, 2013 


Curator Jens Hoffmann on Harald Szeemann's 
Legacy and Today's Neo-Conceptualism 


Alanna Martinez 


 
In 1969 Swiss curator Harald Szeemann organized a ground-breaking exhibition on the up-and-
coming movements of the time for the Kunsthalle Bern called, “Live In Your Head: When 
Attitudes Become Form: Works-Concepts-Processes-Situations-Information.” The show brought 
together young artists whose work was highly process-based, out-of-the box, and fit within 
today’s notions of post-minimalism, Arte Povera, land art, and conceptual art. Inspired 
Szeemann’s legendary exhibition, curator Jens Hoffmann, is staging a modern-day 
sequel. “When Attitudes Became Form Become Attitudes,”includes over 80 international 
contemporary artists whose work belongs to the direct lineage begun by Szeemann. After first 
opening at the Wattis, the show opens today at the Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit and 
will be on view from February 1 – March 31. En route by taxi, Hoffmann took the time to talk 
to ARTINFO about his the line-up for his neo-conceptual sequel, highlights from the show, and 
why Detroit is the perfect experimental venue for his vision. 


What made the original show so groundbreaking? 


I think one of the reasons is certainly Harald Szeemann as a figure, who was the curator of the 
original exhibition. He has been mythologized over the last 40 years, and he’s really the father of 
modern curating – or creative curating, if you will. It was really the beginning of his career; it 
made him a famous curator, and the show itself has been mythologized just as much. There have 
been so many articles written about it and people in curatorial programs all over the world study 



http://www.mocadetroit.org/
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that exhibition, I felt that I wanted to look into it further. Since I make exhibitions as a curator, I 
wanted my investigation to take that form. 


I met Szeemann in 2002 when he was doing the Venice Biennale, and we talked about the 
original show from ’69 a lot. I have a particular relationship with a lot of artists in their early-to-
mid-thirties, similar to the ages of the artists’ in the first show. I look at this period in ’69 as the 
last moment when real radical change and expression could happen in art. It is that period that 
has inspired a lot of younger artists of my generation, and I wanted to collectively look back at 
that with them. 


What inspired this sequel exhibition to the original 1969 show? How did you go about choosing 
the artists? 


I was interested in looking at artists who had been influenced by not only the artists that were in 
the original exhibition, but also inspired by the discourse that emerged from it. A lot of things 
were introduced through the original exhibition in Europe: American conceptual art, post-
minimalism, arte povera, body art, land art, and all sorts of other things that emerged in the 
moment and were also quite radical but hadn’t been explored as much. So, there was a huge 
amount of material for artists to work with, and engage in a dialogue with. I was looking for 
exactly those kinds of artists. 


Why did you choose MOCAD for this show? 


I was very interested in having this exhibition tour, and MOCA Detroit is one of the more 
experimental places in the country. I noticed that a number of artists I selected for my show have 
previously shown at MOCAD. I felt they had the right understanding for what we were trying to 
do. 


What are some pieces in the show that stand out to you? 


One of the pieces that I like a lot is by Fernando Ortega, and it’s a piece that consists of a crate 
that he placed a digital recording device inside of, and then sent to San Francisco from Mexico 
City. During the transport, the recording device was recording all the noises that around it. It’s 
sort of like the noise of the transport becomes the work of that piece. The device plays the sound 
inside the crate and as you walk past you hear rumbling, the sounds of drills trying to close the 
crate, and various other noises. 


That sort of references a piece by Robert Morris that was a box with sounds of its own making. 
He built a little wooden box, and recorded the sounds that were made in the process. Then he 
placed a speaker inside so you could hear the sounds of the making of the box. 


Any others? 


One of the interesting things about Szeemann’s show was that the artists were not very 
international. That show consisted mostly of artists from Western Europe and North America. I 
included a lot of Latin American, Asian, and even a few artists from Africa. 
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That is the biggest difference in the way that we experience the art world today. Now it’s 
extremely global, information flows very quickly, and it moves around very fast. At that point, in 
the late 1960s, information traveled much, much slower. To get a sense in Europe of what was 
going on in America was already an enormous task. 


One of the artists that I invited to participate is Abraham Cruzvillegas from Mexico. He made a 
piece where he scratched a very large map into the wall that outlines where the original artists 
came from. He made a diagram of that, and it became this extremely abstract wall drawing of 
lines and little dots that represented the cities and places where they were coming from. 


Would you say that the artists in the show represent any new, specific artistic trends? 


I would say that over the last 10 years there has been an extreme move towards what I would call 
a neo-conceptual trend. A lot of those artists found their way into this exhibition, and I feel the 
show is a bit of a summary of that process. Of course, it’s really difficult to say “ok, that’s neo-
conceptual” or “that isn’t,” but I think that all the artists who are in the show relate to that term in 
one way or another – even if their work is itself quite different. But what they all have in 
common is that it’s all very idea-based. 


Who are some artists we should keep our eye on in the future? 


One of the wonderful things that I noticed when I was about to finish it up, I went to the opening 
of documenta13 and many of the artists that I had chosen for our show were presented there, so I 
noted that there was clearly recognition of this particular generation of artists. I’m thinking of 
Ryan Gander, Adriana Lara, Allora and Calzadia, Cevdet Erek, Roman Ondak, Mario Garcia 
Torres, Tino Sehgal, who all work really conceptual, and who all made stand out works for last 
year’s documenta. 


Are there plans for the show to travel anywhere else? 


Not right now, but I hope that we’ll still be able to bring it to Europe. I spoke to the Kunsthalle 
Bern, where the show was originally held in 1969, and the director said that he really liked the 
idea, but his problem was that everyone who comes and talks to him always wants to talk to him 
about Szeemann and that show. He’s actually working on some form of exorcism to get the ghost 
of Szeemann out of the building so he can actually establish a program that finally moves on –
 even though that exhibition took place over 40 years ago. I wanted to have him write about it for 
the catalogue because I thought it was pretty hilarious.  
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March 30, 2012 


Studio Visit: Joshua Light Show 


Karen Day 


 


Meeting Joshua White and Gary Panter is like stepping back in time. Not because White is 


responsible for creating the Joshua Light Show—the beautifully psychedelic backdrop that 


entertained thousands at Fillmore East concerts for Janis Joplin, Jimmy Hendrix, The Who and 


more in the 1960s—but because they continue designing experiences with the same childlike 


nature they likely possessed as creative young kids decades ago. This skillful, ingenuous 


approach is evident in their retrospective-like exhibition currently on view at the Museum of 


Contemporary Art Detroit, where Panter's playfully simple illustrations and hypnotic graphics 


glow under White's tightly orchestrated theater lights.  


While kindred in spirit, the two are actually from slightly different eras. Panter neatly sums it up 


when he says, "Free love didn't happen to me." White began synthesizing music and lights in the 


late '60s, making a name for himself among the rock 'n' roll crowd in New York shortly after 


graduating from USC. Panter, who grew up in Texas, read about the Joshua Light Show in 


magazines at his local drug store. A trained painter and genuine magpie, after graduating college 


Panter moved to New York and began hosting small shows at record shops in Williamsburg, 


where he would wiggle a flashlight behind a shiny piece of film while making weird noises with 


abandoned beat boxes. White saw one of these shows, thought he could help Panter streamline 


his production, and their friendship and working relationship began.  



http://joshualightshow.com/about_joshua.html

http://garypanter.com/site/

http://joshualightshow.com/index.html

http://www.mocadetroit.org/exhibitions.html

http://www.mocadetroit.org/exhibitions.html
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We recently visited Panter's studio, an airy space on the top floor of his Brooklyn home, filled 


with random shiny objects, stacks of records, acrylic paintings, sculptural mobiles and around 


200 sketchbooks. The duo calls much of this miscellany "light show potential"—things that can 


be thrown in the mix to modify the already trippy liquid light show. At its foundation, the 


spectacle's lava lamp quality is as simple as colored water and colored oil continuously moving 


around on top of an overhead projector.  


As the MoCAD show demonstrates, their approach has expanded in concept and size over the 


years, but really only in a sense of refinement. The DIY vibe still lingers, evident in the shoebox 


mockup, sketches and sculptural models Panter created for the exhibition. The fun house effect 


Panter lends the show is likely a nod to his days working on the sets of Pee Wee's Playhouse, 


which now provides the perfect environment for White's immersive light show installation at the 


museum. Whether in a slightly more static setting like the Detroit exhibition or in their 


performative light shows that reflect the music playing at the moment, White and Panter's work 


always stems from their art first.  


Their candid analog style isn't without any digital elements—they often distort computer-


generated imagery in their light show performances—but you definitely won't catch them doing 


a laser light show. "I have two problems with lasers," White explains. "One is that it is a very 


strange repurposing of something that is so magnificently pure. And the other thing is the 


colors—well it's not a rich palette. Kind of cold." Instead they employ a "less is more" approach 


to their work, which keeps the shows from becoming what White calls "too soupy or too speedy" 


while allowing the audience's minds to wander. "We have people coming up to us going 'were 


there camels carrying giant bears?' or something, and we always say 'You saw that? Good for 


you!'" They toy with synesthesia, giving freedom to the people watching to interpret the visuals 


how they like.  


Together they continue to put on performative light shows, working with bands whose musical 


style closely matches their own experimental nature. Separately they both work on personal 


projects, and soon Panter will begin a residency at the Cullman Center at the New York Public 


Library, which is funding the third installment and paradise version of his Divine Comedy 


graphic novels. Panter painstakingly dipped a chopstick in ink to draw the first two intricately 


detailed books, "Jimbo in Purgatory" and "Jimbo's Inferno". 


The most obvious realization that comes across after spending any amount of time with White 


and Panter is that they are both highly intelligent and their work is a distillation of their 


hyperactive minds. Their ability to funnel ideas into various artistic forms speaks to their innate 


creative talents, and the results are entertaining as well as enlightening.  


"Joshua White and Gary Panter’s Light Show" is currently on view at MoCAD through 29 April 


2012. Panter shows his fine art work at Fredericks & Freiser gallery in NYC and performs with 


his band, Devin Gary & Ross at venues around Bushwick in Brooklyn.  


Also picked up by: 


Hasta la Design.com 



http://www.nypl.org/locations/schwarzman/cullman-center-scholars-writers

http://www.amazon.com/Jimbo-Gary-Panter/dp/0394756398/ref=ntt_at_ep_dpt_2

http://www.amazon.com/Jimbo-Gary-Panter/dp/0394756398/ref=ntt_at_ep_dpt_2

http://www.fredericksfreisergallery.com/artists/panter/index.html

http://soundcloud.com/alteredzones/devin-gary-and-ross-four-1
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à gauche et à droite, une maison  
de John Lautner à Los Angeles.
Left and right: John Lautner  
house in Los Angeles.
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Commune


Un Cool Certain 
Parcours. Ils sont quatre. Quatre  
apôtres du cool que l’on aimerait enlever 
aux Californiens. On les a découverts  
à travers l’hôtel Ace de Palm Springs  
et adoré leur travail dans quelques villas 
sur les hauteurs de la Cité des anges.
Style. Des références qui se nourrissent 
de l’univers de la mode, de la musique,  
et des voyages ; des motifs de kilims mêlés 
aux cuirs des fauteuils Eames, du bois 
interrompu par des murs de céramiques. 
Leurs interventions sont délicates, 
prônant l’art du bien vivre.
Actualité. Ils viennent de terminer  
la décoration d’une villa des années 1950 
à Beverly Hills. Toujours à Los Angeles, 
dans le quartier d’affaires de la ville,  
ils prévoient de livrer le nouvel hôtel  
Ace au mois d’octobre, ainsi que l’hôtel  
Trade à Panama City et le restaurant de  
l’hôtel Standard à Miami. Sans compter 
les projets privés, comme une villa à  
Napa Valley, haut-lieu de l’industrie 
vinicole californienne. s.p.


CALiforniA CooL 
Profile. There are four of them— 
four leading-edge style gurus whom  
we’d like to steal away from the lucky 
Californians. They first came to our 
attention with the Ace Hotel in Palm 
Springs, and continued to impress us  
with their houses in the Los Angeles hills.
Style. Their references come from  
the worlds of fashion, music and travel: 
kilim motifs mixed with the leather  
of Eames chairs, wood interspersed  
with ceramic surfaces. Their compositions 
are odes to the art of living, embodying  
a graceful elegance.
What's new. Having completed the  
decor of a 1950s-era villa in Beverly Hills, 
Commune is working on the new Ace Hotel 
in the Los Angeles business district, which 
is set to open in October, plus the American 
Trade Hotel in Panama City and the 
restaurant of the Standard Hotel in Miami. 
And they have no lack of private projects, 
including a house in Napa Valley, the hub  
of the Californian wine industry. s.p.
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January 23, 2013 


Design Firm Commune Creates a Dramatic 


Boutique For Menswear Line Mattison 


Mayer Rus 


 
In terms of high-end fashion addresses, Melrose Place is separated from Savile Row and Avenue 


Montaigne as much by sensibility as by physical distance—Los Angeles is, after all, a city where 


board shorts and flip-flops still constitute a legitimate interpretation of “business casual.” Los 


Angeles–based entrepreneur turned menswear designer Derek Mattison is looking to change all 


that. His new boutique, Mattison, strikes a blow for fine tailoring and serious haberdashery in the 


laid-back land of endless summer. 


“My clothes are constructed as well as, and in some cases better, than the most respected menswear labels 


in the world. But they have a distinctly American sensibility that feels neither preppy nor retrograde,” 


says the 36-year-old designer. 


When it came time to open his first shop, Mattison turned to Pamela Shamshiri of the L.A. design 


collective Commune, who had recently renovated the couturier’s 1960s Buff & Hensman home in 


Nichols Canyon (Architectural Digest, March 2011). 







http://www.architecturaldigest.com/blogs/daily/2013/01/mattison-commune-menswear-boutique-los-


angeles 


“We asked ourselves what a Dior boutique would look like if Dior were based in California,” Shamshiri 


says of the design inspiration. “The shop had to express the ethos of Derek’s clothes, which are attuned to 


the more urbane, sophisticated facets of L.A. culture.” 


In practical terms, that spirit is expressed in brass walls, minimalist display fixtures that riff on Mattison’s 


logo, and bespoke hanging planters of Hindu rope that add an organic flourish to the pristine aesthetic. At 


the back of the shop, a private dressing room outfitted with antiqued mirrors and a Royère-style sofa 


allows customers to try on the apparel in a comfortable, residence-like setting as handsome and refined as 


any Mattison blazer. 
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April 29, 2013 


Summer’s Must-See Outdoor Art 


Michael Slenske 


 


From enchanting sculptures to magical one-of-a-kind design installations, we spotlight this 


season’s must-see alfresco exhibits 


Mobile Homestead, by Mike Kelley, at the Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit 


Before his untimely death 16 months ago, Detroit native Mike Kelley was one of the most 


successful artists living in Los Angeles, but in many ways his work always reflected his Motor 


City roots. “A lot of his art came out of growing up here—it was kind of a love-hate 


relationship,” says Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit founding director Marsha Miro. 


Kelley’s installation Mobile Homestead, an exact replica of the artist’s childhood home in 


Westland, Michigan, will serve as a visitors center and library on the museum’s campus. The 


sculpture comprises a movable section that will travel to local schools and a permanent (and 


private) portion that will also include subterranean work spaces for visiting artists. “There are no 


windows, no doors, the ceiling heights are all different—I think the idea of working in this 


strange space is what interested Mike, and I think it’ll interest a lot of other artists,” Miro says. 


“Who knows what they’ll do?” 


 Opens May 11; mocadetroit.org 
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Beauty and the Bosphorus 
Christina Ohly Evans 
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The programme of events for the Istanbul International Arts and Culture Festival taking place 
from June 6 to 9 is action packed, featuring lectures, screenings, performances and exhibitions 
by leading lights from the worlds of art, literature, film and music, such as Tilda Swinton, Zaha 
Hadid and Gareth Pugh. But an especially exciting element will be a selling exhibition of works 
by photographers Inez Van Lambsweerde and Vinoodh Matadin, curated in conjunction with 
Gagosian Gallery (prices from $10,000 to $30,000). The beautiful, often bizarre and nearly all 
unseen images – many selected from the photographers’ archives – include pop-culture portraits 
(think Hollywood starlets and fashion icons such as Gwyneth Paltrow, first picture, and Michelle 
Williams) juxtaposed with stark floral works of dahlias, roses and white berries on haunting 
white backgrounds that recall the artistic heritage of their native Netherlands. 


Presented at Istanbul ’74 gallery, a multidimensional art space founded by festival directors 
Alphan and Demet Müftüoğlu-Eşeli, the work in the Inez & Vinoodh exhibition provokes and 
enchants in the manner of photographers such as Robert Mapplethorpe or Irving Penn. Kate with 
a Beard, 2005 (third picture), contrasts with 3 Yellow Roses, 2013 (second picture), while a 
prone Lady Gaga is positioned beside a sparse anemone and calla lily study. From edgy nudes to 
curious tableaux, the exhibition creates dynamic, playful links between oddly paired people, 
objects and eras. The disjunction is dramatic, intense, unsettling – and ultimately captivating. 
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Style Compass: Commune 
Erika Heet 
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May 2013 


A Modern Beachside Trailer Home In Malibu 
Erika Heet 


 


Once a classic trailer-park scheme of mint green and white, the exterior of Commune Images 
owner Sofie Howard’s 500-square-foot Malibu trailer was distinctively repainted. The gate is a 
patchwork of scrap wood pieces. Partly inspired by 1970s Vans slip-ons, Howard’s boyfriend, 
artist Grant Shumate, painted accent lines on the side of the trailer. The porch houses a seating 
area with handmade Marrera Work Boxes from Commune, and a new outdoor shower. The 
entrance is beneath the wood-framed canopy. 
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Howard and Shumate in the living room, where Commune designer Steven Johanknecht 
introduced custom built-in daybeds with storage beneath. The carpet-fragment pillows are from 
Commune, as is the table, designed by Joshua Tree–based sculptor Alma Allen. The poster is by 
Mike Mills. 


 


 


The main room serves as a living/dining/kitchen area, where there is just enough room for a 
Saarinen table surrounded by Nakashima chairs. Johanknecht added the cork floor, and the 
custom stained-glass design on the Dutch door is by artist Steve Halderman. 
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The kitchen cabinetry echoes the new blue ceiling. The brick tile is from Heath Ceramics, as is 
the dinnerware. Behind the Viking stove is powder-coated corrugated metal (“Very trailer,” says 
the designer). The refrigerator is from Big Chill. On the table is a bowl by Victoria Morris. 


 


The blue ceiling continues into the bedroom, filled with art by Howard’s friends. The yellow-
and-white poster is by Mike Mills, and the signed Rolling Stones drumhead was a gift. “It feels 
like a New York apartment at the beach,” says Shumate. 
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The bedroom allows for a tiny niche for a built-in wood desk. The target painting is by Alia 
Penner. 


 


 


More fragment pillows adorn the bed, which is covered in a reversible bedspread by artist Jane 
Kifer. To the left of the window is a painting by Shumate 
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Commune: Happy 2013 
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Randy Kennedy 
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Demet Muftuoglu Eseli is a boldfaced name in the Turkish art and fashion worlds. She founded 
ISTANBUL ’74, the first Turkey-based international arts and culture platform, in 2009. 
Muftuoglu Eseli is also the cofounder and creative head of the Istanbul International Arts and 
Culture Festival, a free public festival that brings together creative minds offering a cultural 
exchange program between countries and various creative formats; past participants including 
Tilda Swinton and Carine Roitfeld. A longtime consultant for the Turkish luxury fashion retailer 
Vakko, Muftuoglu Eseli developed the V2K Designers concept store, in 2000, and has since 
collaborated with Zac Posen on an exclusive collection for Vakko. She divides her time between 
New York and Istanbul.  
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March 22, 2013 


Karaköy, Istanbul's coolest new hotspot 
Sevil Delin  


 


Karaköy, near the Golden Horn, is Istanbul's latest upcoming neighbourhood. Our city insider finds the 
area's 10 most exciting new places to eat, shop, sleep and explore  


Read more about Istanbul in our city guide, and more about holidays in Turkey and Greece in Saturday's 
Travel section 


Karaköy hotspot ... head to Kiliç Ali Pasa for luxury Turkish pampering in this beautiful restored 16th-
century hammam 


Once a thriving port, Karaköy fell on hard times in the 20th century, and magnificent commercial edifices 
were divided into workshops. The opening of the nearby Istanbul Modern art gallery in 2004 sparked a 
renaissance that has gained momentum in the past couple of years. Now, hardware stores rub shoulders 
with galleries, restaurants and boutiques, creating a dynamic blend of urban grit and glitter. Hoping to 
cash in on this cachet is a swath of soon-to-open hotels, so Karaköy's days as an "in-the-know" hideout 
may be numbered. 


 


Istanbul'74 
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Power couple Demet Müftüoglu Eseli – long affiliated with Turkish luxury fashion label Vakko – and 
filmmaker Alphan Eseli established Istanbul'74, a thriving international arts and cultural platform, in late 
2009. Headquartered at its art gallery and office in Karaköy, Istanbul'74 organises world-class 
exhibitions, workshops and festivals such as Istancool, each May. The latter has attracted luminaries such 
as Gore Vidal, Tilda Swinton and Zaha Hadid. Istanbul'74 itself has helped put Istanbul on the global 
artistic map, exhibiting works by Tracey Emin, Robin Rhode and Angel Otero. 


Kılıç Ali Pasa Hamam 


Designed by Mimar Sinan – architect to Suleiman the Magnificent – this hammam dates from the 1580s, 
and had fallen into ruin before it was saved by Ergin Iren, who devoted seven years to its meticulous 
restoration. It reopened in 2012 as a luxury hammam with an unexpectedly minimalist interior. After a 
revitalising bath, wrap up in fresh towels and rehydrate under the stunning 17-metre-high dome with a 
cool glass of sweet serbet. 


Karaköy Rooms 


A boutique guesthouse with just nine bedrooms, Karaköy Rooms is in a renovated building upstairs from 
Karaköy Lokantası – one of Istanbul's finest Turkish restaurants. Both are run by husband and wife team 
Aylin Okutan and Oral Kurt. The retro-styled rooms are elegant, rates are reasonable, and the traditional 
Turkish breakfast served downstairs is a snip. 


Elipsis 


An ellipsis is the three dots (…) that follow an incomplete statement. Sinem Yoruk, the young and stylish 
founder of Elipsis, Istanbul's only dedicated photography gallery, chose the name to reflect her desire to 
leave visitors speechless. Born and raised in London, Yoruk can date her passion for photography to her 
family's professional photo lab. Founded in 2007, Elipsis moved to Karaköy in summer 2012, and 
represents both internationally renowned artists and emerging Turkish talents. 


Ops Cafe 


Nautical touches such as a hanging rope ladder and lanyard curtain ties reveal that the proprietor, Yasin 
Kalender, was a sea captain before opening this relaxed cafe last year. His wife, Esin, designed the 
interior, and named it Ops after the Roman goddess of plenty. The simple yet hearty menu includes a 
traditional Turkish breakfast, classic cafe fare and wines. All dishes prefaced by the "Ops" name feature 
the house speciality: delicious Albanian smoked beef. 


 


 


Atölye 11 


Located below the bell tower of the Turkish Orthodox church, this two-story boutique opened in 
December 2011, and sells a range of decorative objects, clothing and accessories by Turkish designers. 
Most popular are the embroidered silk cushions with Anatolian kilim motifs. Atölye 11 also sells Take 
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Away Istanbul, a tongue-in-cheek line of souvenirs that includes Turkish tea glass, shot glasses and 
clever, Istanbul-inspired T-shirts. 


artSümer 


After founding artSümer in December 2004 on Istiklal Caddesi, Aslı Sümer moved her gallery to Karaköy 
in September 2011. A second-generation gallerist, Sümer fosters cutting-edge, Turkish artists who share 
her belief that art has the power to surprise and transform. The current astonishing site-specific 
installation by Gözde Ilkin runs until 30 March, followed by a show on antique dealers by Elif Öner in 
nearby Çukurcuma. 


Kagıthane 


Located in the period French shopping arcade (Fransız Pasajı), Kagıthane shares a space with Bej, one of 
Karaköy's first cafes. Meaning "house of paper", Kagıthane is a concept store full of quirky paper objects 
and souvenirs inspired by Istanbul's cats, street signs, fish and architecture. Established in 2011 by 
designer Emine Tusavul, the creative line includes coasters printed with traditional Turkish motifs, 
caricature postcards, and wrapping paper featuring sesame-encrusted simit bread rolls and triangles of 
cream cheese. 


Karabatak 


Named after the Bosphorus's bobbing cormorants, Karaköy's most popular cafe opened in June 2011. 
Julius Meinl, the Austrian coffee brand, created Karabatak as an office and hole-in-the-wall training cafe. 
Customers enjoyed Viennese coffee and cakes at extremely reasonable prices. Word quickly spread. The 
menu remains very limited (try the cappuccino-like weiner melange and the Sachertorte) but the space has 
grown. The vintage decor includes a converted tractor/bar. Upstairs is a quiet room with free Wi-Fi. 


Unter 


This cafe-bar opened in October 2012, serving hearty fare from Istanbul's three favourite cuisines: 
Turkish (panfried liver and grilled octopus), Italian (prosciutto and lasagne), and American (mini burgers 
and pulled pork - a rare find in this city). With your stomach suitably lined, try Unter's signature Bloody 
Mary or draft Turkish Tuborg Gold. Open late into the night, Unter attracts urban upmarket locals, and 
the top two floors often host arty after parties and private events. 
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